
Optometry Online Chat Session 

This Online Chat session is for applicants interested in studying our BSc Optometry 

and Introduction to Optometry courses. The session will be run by current students 

and professional services staff, giving you the opportunity to ask questions about your 

chosen course and life at City, University of London. As this is a typed chat group 

session, you will be able to see the answers to questions asked by other applicants. 
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Thank you for joining us for today's Online Chat session. This session is for applicants to our our BSc Optometry and 

Introduction to Optometry courses courses. This session runs from 16:30 -17:30 (GMT). This is an open chat session for 

you to ask any questions you have regarding these courses and life at City, University of London. During the session we 

may also share videos, polls or documents relating to you course. 

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away- it will be sent to our 

Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with you question. 

Please be patient as it might take some time for us to respond to your question. 

Hi, I'm Susan, I work in the marketing team here at City. I'm looking forward to answering your questions. 

Hi everyone! My name is Meg and I work in the Marketing department at City. Looking forward to helping to answer 

your questions today:) 

Hello! My name is Danisha Mudalige and I work within the Marketing Department of the University- excited to answer 

any questions you have:) 

Welcome my name is Christopher i am the Admissions officer for both optometry courses. 

Hi! My name is Aysha and I am a second year optometry student. Welcome to the chat! 

Hi, my name is Tasneem, I am a second year optometry student. Welcome to the chat:) 

Hi I'm Peter, I am a lecturer in Optometry and Visual Science at City 

Hello everyone. My question is for Aysha and Tasneem, what's the best part about studying optom? 

Whats optometry like? 

 I'm currently studying BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diplomat in Applied Science 

Can resists in any of our GCSEs effect our chances in joining the uni? 
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Hi I have applied for the Bsc Optometry and my conditional offer is ABB. On results day, if I get one grade below (so 

BBB or ABC) will I be considered by the uni or would I be rejected? 

Hi, what's a typical day like as an optom student? 

Hi, I wanted to ask how many working hours do your school offer? 

Hi after the degree is there a 'training year'?? 

What are one of the biggest challenges of studying optometry 

whats the coursework on? 

okay thank you and I was wondering if the university organises the pre reg or do we organise it 

A mixture of yourself and the university! 

Are the lectures for optometry full time as in 5 days a week? 

The timetable varies. it could be 5 days or maybe you might even get a day off . 

Can candidates who applied for the Bsc and foundation to optometry still be considered for the foundation course? 

Hiya I was wondering when city would be giving out offers for the introduction to optometry course? 

At present we have most of our offers, and the course is closed to any new applications. 

Hi I'm currently studying BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diplomat in Applied Science Hi, did you 

have a specific question for us today? 

Whats the biology like, the NVB part? 

Difficult but very interesting! 

Is it possible to apply for the main course when you've just applied for the introduction course first? 

What are lab sessions like in first year 
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Hi, in the third year will everyone get their placement in Morfields eye hospital 

how many students are there in each class and how many classes 

Hi, If we put City down as the firm choice could we get an unconditional offer? 

hi! i was wondering, what is the worst part of optometry? 

can be a bit stressful[ at times, but the end goal is very rewarding 

Chances of introduction to optometry being in clear? 

At present we have most of our offers, and the course is closed to any new applications. 

Is optometry a difficult course? 

Can be a little difficult at times, but definitely do-able 

how many students are there in each class and how many classes 

28 students in a class, and there are 4 groups 

what kind of questions do they ask for NVB? 

Hi after the degree is there a 'training year'?? 

There is a pre-reg year where you work in practice under supervision and carry out assessments for registration 

Hi, in the third year will everyone get their placement in Morfields eye hospital 

Yes 

What is the timetable like ? 
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What are lab sessions like in first year 

Good, you have biology labs and also clinical skills where you practice skills for eye tests 

What percentage does coursework make up of the final grade 

I was also wondering why city gave an offer for optometry and rejected induction of optometry when it is a lower entry 

requirement 

how long is the pre-reg? 

Do we have to buy our own equipment in first year? 

How often do you do lab work/practical work? 

If optometry not intro to optometry is not in clear this year ? What do I do 

Hi, what's a typical day like as an optom student? 

Every day is different, but you can have a mixture of labs and lectures! 

what kind of mathematical work is involved in regards to optometry? 

Hello, when do you start working with real patients? 

What is the maths like for optometry? 

hi,  what's the average day like ? 

How long will it take to hear back from the introduction to optometry course? 
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What percentage does coursework make up of the final grade 

Year 1 

Written examination: 60% Coursework: 40% 

Year2 

Written examination: 49% Practical: 40% Coursework: 11 o/o 

Year3 

Written examination: 51 o/o Practical: 28% Coursework: 21 o/o 

What are one of the biggest challenges of studying optometry 

Being able to juggle keeping ontop of all lectures and lab work 

How often do you do lab work/practical work? 

Every week you will have a lab for practical work 

What are the term times 

Hello, when do you start working with real patients? 

in your third year 

Hi, what do you do within those labs 

what is the minimum grade students get to go through the course 

I applied to the introduction to optometry course in December but still waiting to hear back 

whats the coursework on? 

Most modules have some sort of coursework. Can be biology based, clinical based etc. 

hi, my name is pav. whats the average day like? 

Every day is different, but you can have a mixture of labs and lectures! 

Can candidates who applied for the Bsc and foundation to optometry still be considered for the foundation course? 

If you've applied for the BSc but don't meet entry criteria at confirmation, you may be considered for the Introduction 

to Optometry course if there are spaces 

How many days a week roughly will an optometry student be at the university attending a lecture of clinical practice? 

how long is the day? like from 9 - 5? 
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How's the year 1 timetable like? 

What is the coursework about? Do i get to choose a topic? Or is it assigned? 

whats the clinical skills lab like? How do they assess it? 

Do we have to buy our own equipment in first year? 

equipment is provided in first year so if you dont buy it its fine. they encourage you to buy your own equipment in 

second year 

if you had no response from the introduction to optometry but you have had a response to the Optom Bsc course does 

this mean you have received only one offer that's why you haven't heard from the other? 

whats the coursework on? 

There is a variety of coursework assessments. Optometry is a practical job so we assess clinical skills throughout the 

course 

What is the timetable like ? 

Varies between year to year & group to group, however generally 4 to 5 days a week 

Is it compulsory to buy your own equipment in second year 

Is it hard when first starting or are you eased into the subject? I'm slightly worried about the physics involved as it is 

not one of my A Levels 

How does clearing works ? 

Would help and provide like internships for people who've got the degree? 

How's the accommodation like? 

do we need to buy books or can we borrow from the library? 
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How's the accommodation like? 

You can find out more about all our accommodation options here: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

I have heard biology is the hardest module, what the key to success it? 

when will we get offers if we have applied for the introduction to optometry course? 

Is it possible to go through clearing even though U got rejected? 

Is it hard when first starting or are you eased into the subject? I'm slightly worried about the physics involved as it is 

not one of my A Levels 

I found it a bit difficult as i did not do physics however there is a lot of help on hand, lectureres are always willing to 

help and lectures are also available on line for you to refer back to 

Hi , I wanted to ask how many working hours do your school offer? 

If you mean placements, our students do 4 sessions of 3 hours in the third year 

is optometry majorly physics based or is there too much physics involvedV / 

Not majorly, but there is some physics involved 

What's the applicants to offers ratio like 

Hi, lf we put City down as the firm choice could we get an unconditional offer? 

No we do not offer unconditional offers at City for optometry 

what percentage of students get an overall GO% or above in first year? 

I have heard biology is the hardest module, what the key to success it? 

Stay on top of lectures and attend all labs 
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What's are topics you learn in the first year? 

Biology, Neuro-Biology, Visual Science, Clinical Skills, Ophthalmic Dispensing ... 

My Application go rejected just because I have only 4 GCSE but this is because I came late from France but then I got 

B in maths and C in English and then i did BTEC Level 2 Science and then now BTEC L3 Science and I got Distinctions 

for all my Unit so is it possible to have a chance to do Optometry? Because i really reel want to do this course 

I am sorry to disappoint but you but we would be unable to consider you due to the course being over subscribed 

if we didn't receive an offer through the application process (it was rejected), and the course is available via clearing in 

August, can we apply then? 

Will I be able to have a part time job? Or is it too hard to manage both? 

Yes, many of our students work part-time and we would recommend it to develop your experience. 

after doing introduction of optometry are we automatically put into optometry 

Hi. How many lectures or practicals are within one week? 

what if you have met the criteria for Bsc and have received an offer but you haven't received an offer for intro to 

optom does this mean you won't receive one at all, since i wanted to put it down as my insurance? 

Would help and provide like internships for people who've got the degree? 

Our BSc Optometry course offers excellent employability prospects, with 100% of our graduates in employment or 

further study six months after completing the course (figures taken from Unistats and DLHE) 

Studying optometry offers a diverse and flexible career pathway with opportunities to work in high street practice, 

hospital eye departments as well as research and teaching the next generation of students. Many of our students go on 

to specialise in different branches of optometry and take on leading roles in the profession. 

We encourage students to take full advantage of the societies and training available whilst studying at City. In 

addition, we offer an optional Personal Development module to increase opportunities towards employability 

including industry visits and events. 

Optometrists usually go on to earn between £24,000 to £50,000 as they advance in their careers, with senior 

consultants and managers earning up to £80,000. 

After qualification as an optometrist, you can also return to City to study for an advanced practice MSc or PhD. This in 

turn can lead to a more expansive range of opportunities such as greater involvement in management of ocular 

diseases, enhanced eye services and independent prescribing. 

after doing introduction of optometry are we automatically put into optometry 

you will need to get 65% 

can you explain more about placement? 

after course optometry do we do masters then pre-reg? 



what are the topics like for introduction of optometry 

Is it possible to do the 1st year of Biomedical science and then apply for Optometry? 

Hi, How many lectures or practicals are within one week? 

It varies. in first year you will have a clinical skills lab every week and lectures on modules 

how long is the day ? like from 9 -5? 

The number of lectures and lab sessions you have, will change day to day- but yes, all classes take place between 9am 

and 6pm 

so per year only 25 people do induction 

32 students will be starting the Introduction to Optometry course this year 

can you explain more about placement? 

BSc Optometry students at City benefit from a clinical placement at Moorfields, the UK's leading Eye Hospital. Here 

you can observe ophthalmologists treating and managing ocular conditions in a diverse range of patients both in 

clinics as well as in the operating room. 

Students also have the opportunity to observe at the Royal National Institute of Blind People's resource centre in 

central London where you'll learn about multidisciplinary low vision care. 

I was also wondering why city gave an offer for optometry and rejected induction of optometry when it is a lower 

entry requirement 

Due to both courses being oversubscribed we had to make a decision on offers, but if you do not make the grades for 

optometry at confirmation if places are available you would be considered 

if you haven't received an offer for intro to optom by now does this mean you will not be getting one at all 

How does the masters work 

Have decisions been made yet for the introduction to Optometry course? 

have all offers been sent out? 

after course optometry do we do masters then pre-reg? 

Masters isn't included within the course, however there is an option to study the Msc whilst doing your pre-reg. 

However, you have to average above a certain percentage to be eligible for this programme. 






























































